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S potlight

Nepal’s Prime Minister Visits SCU and Delivers a Speech

O

n March 27, the Prime Minister of Nepal, Rt. Hon. Mr. K. P.
Sharma Oli visited SCU and de-

livered a speech. Academician Xie Heping, president of SCU, gave a welcoming speech and listened to the speech
delivered by Mr. Oli together with Prof.
Luo Zhongshu, the deputy chairman of
the SCU Council and Prof. Yan Shijing,
vice president of SCU as well as some
representatives of teachers and students. Prof. Yanshijing, vice president
of SCU, hosted the speech.
P r e s i d e n t X i e e x t e n d e d a wa r m
welcome to the delegation led by the
Prime Minister of Nepal Mr. Oli on behalf of all staff of SCU in his welcome
speech. China and Nepal are close
neighbors with amicable relationship
for generations. Cultural exchanges
between both countries enjoy a long
history, he noted. SCU, as a high-level
research-based comprehensive university in western China, has become an
important platform for cultural and
education exchanges between Nepal
and China. SCU has cultivated a large
number of students from Nepal, established a Center on Nepal Studies,
reached a partnership with Tribhuvan
University and participated in the rescue and reconstruction work after Nepal earthquake. He hoped that the visit
of Mr. Oli could be a new debut for the

and fostering high-caliber talents, it’s

depends on a good start in the spring.

high-end cooperation platform of “One

expected to contribute to the economic

Spring means a hope and SCU is will-

Road and One Belt”. Through concerted

and social growth of both countries.

ing to grasp the beautiful early spring

efforts in research of major issues asso-

At last, president Xie said, as a Chinese

and sow new seeds of cooperation with

ciated with “One Road and One Belt”

proverb says: the whole year's work

different sectors of Nepal, he noted,
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adding that this aims to grow more

Then, President Xie presented the

met with the Prime Minister of Nepal

bright and abundant fruits of friend-

Honorary Professor Certificate and sou-

Mr. Oli in Jiang’an Campus. They ex-

ship between Nepal and China, im-

venir of SCU to the Prime Minister Oli

changed opinions on promoting bilat-

prove the wellbeing of people in Nepal,

on behalf of SCU.

eral cultural and education exchanges

China and countries along the “One

Before the speech, President Xie

of both sides.

Belt and One Road” and boost the
flourishing and mankind civilization.
The Prime Minister of Nepal Mr. Oli
expressed his gratitude for the special
arrangement of SCU. He said SCU is
a university with splendid culture and
long history of 120 years, so it is one
of the top universities in China. Manifested by the large number of excellent
scholars, great scientific achievements
and prominent disciplinary advantages,
it's believed that SCU would continue
to enlighten the road to social progress.
Mr. Oli noted that with the development of globalization and informatization, communication plays a vital role
in relationship among different countries and societies. And universities are
critical in this regard. It’s hoped that
SCU would continuously strengthen
cooperation with the universities and
research institutions of Nepal, and provide more exchanges and interactions.
At last, Mr. Oli stressed that China and
Nepal are all-weather friends, and both
sides will stand together regardless
of any situations and share weal and
woe. Nepali people are grateful to the
support from the Chinese people. It’s
believed that the visit could bring the
relationship between both countries to
a new height.
The Prime Minister Oli also answered questions of the students from
Nepal and China. He emphasized that
mutual understanding is critical for
win-win development of both countries and he would strive to promote
exchanges and understanding between
people in both countries.
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Speech by Nepal’s Prime Minister at SCU
Distinguished President Xie, esteemed
guests, faculties, staffs and students,
Dear Friends,
Ladies and Gentlemen
I am indeed pleased to be here amidst
intellectuals, professors, academicians,
students and friends of Nepal. Let me
express my sincere gratitude to you, Mr.
President, for your thoughtful gesture in
organizing this programme today.
No need to mention that the city of
Chengdu and the province of Sichuan
are uniquely recognized for their ancient
and rich culture and civilization.
This land is known as the land of
abundance. It is more than this. It is in
this part of China where the preaching of
Confucius, a great philosopher of China,
became famous. It is this part of China
that gave birth to visionary leader like

Chengdu as one of the most ancient cul-

Distinguished Friends,

Deng Xiao Ping popularly known as a

tural centers. Now the university stands

It is not necessary to shed light on

great economic reformer of modern Chi-

as one of the best educational institu-

the importance of education in human

na. It is also this province, which, as one

tions. I wish to acclaim the outstanding

life. We all are aware of it. Still I feel

of the thriving economic hubs, contrib-

performance of the University and the

I must say a few words, not because I

utes substantially to national economy

dedication of the University family who

have superior knowledge than anyone

of China. These facts suggest how impor-

are behind this success.

about education. As prime minister of a

tant the province of Sichuan is in China.

From the beginning, the University

country that still confronts poverty and

As a friend, we share your pride; we share

has produced a good numbers of schol-

hunger and other deep rooted structural

your joy; we share your happiness. We

ars, doctors, philosophers, historians,

problems to development and as a per-

believe in fraternity and we believe in

geographers and people of excellence in

son who nurtures the genuine desire to

shared destiny.

other disciplines including some from

develop the country, I deem it important

my country.

that I share my feelings with you about

Standing, as it is, on the solid foundation of rich culture and civilization, the

Not only this, the University has ex-

University of Sichuan, established 120

hibited great strength in research and

Every individual is full of potentiali-

years ago, is closely linked to the great

made remarkable achievements in in-

ties. Education must enable individual to

civilization and development of Sichuan

novations over the years. And, I am sure

fully develop his or her potentials. Not

Province.

that it will continue to move ahead on its

all share the same potentials. Our task is

path of illuminating the humankind and

to identify the areas of interest of indi-

society with the light of education.

viduals and help them, through counsel-

It is heartening to note that the University has, since its inception, been
able to maintain the fame of the city of
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potentials and get them realized.

inheritors of such distinguished and re-

quest the authorities of Sichuan Univer-

Development is not possible with-

nowned forefathers on all accounts. And

sity to promote its relations with Univer-

out education, without knowledge and

quality and research oriented education

sity in Nepal. I would like to encourage

without skills. The level of education,

is perhaps the most reliable path that can

them to engage more, to exchange more

the quality of education and the level

lead us towards this goal.

and to interact more with the Universi-

of commitment determine the level

In this age of heightened globalization

of development. An individual who is

and information technology, connectiv-

equipped with knowledge and skill alone

ity plays a prominent role in shaping and

can explore the potentials for develop-

defining relations between nations and

ment and apply his mind for its realiza-

societies. The more connectivity exists,

tion.

the deeper becomes the relations. Apart

ties and similar other institutions in Nepal.
Ladies and Gentlemen, Dear Friends,
Now a few words about Nepal-China
relations.

So, all academic institution must real-

from infrastructural connectivity, the

Our nations, Nepal and China, have

ize this fact and develop a tailor-made

connectivity of people, the connectivity

a long history of harmonious relation-

system of education to help individuals

of culture and the connectivity of ideas

ship with each other. Our nations had

unlock infinite human potentials for

are equally important in promoting re-

cooperated in the areas of culture as well

themselves and for the humanity as a

lations. It is where the institutions like

as commerce, had exchanges in the areas

whole.

university can play an important role.

of trades as well as civilizations through

This part of the world gave birth to

Through the exchange of scholars and

centuries.

major civilization and our ancestors

students, through the establishment of

Our friendly relations, have been

were great thinkers, leaders, innova-

special affiliations, through the educa-

built on the solid foundations of

tors, explorers, scholars and researchers.

tion of training and study of programme,

Panchasheel, the sovereign equality,

Take the example of China alone, Laozi,

they can connect the people and ideas

non-interference, and respect for each

Confucius, Li Bing, etc. all left indelible

and thus promote relations.

other’s sensitivities.

imprint in the minds of many in China

It is in this context, I would like to re-

As a friendly neighbor, Nepal, sin-

and beyond with their contribution during their times. This part of the land in
Asia has also been greatly benefited from
ideals propounded by Lord Buddha,
Mahabir Jain and many other thinkers.
While the east was at the climax of progress and prosperity, the west was under
dark period.
The rest of the world simply emulated
everything we invented and everything
we developed. I cannot find answer why
we lagged behind during the course of
history despite such rich knowledge,
culture and tradition? Are we not able to
revive the trend and make a new history?
What is required is our vision, what is
required is our commitment and that is
required is our action.
We must, therefore, work towards rededicated ourselves to regain the glorious
past and establish ourselves as the real
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with Sichuan. It is in this context too, I
believe, our relations and interactions
with Sichuan will further intensify, which
will naturally promote our engagement
with the University of Sichuan.
Ladies and Gentlemen,
With the promulgation of constitution
last year and the settlement of political
issues, Nepal has entered into the phase
of economic development and prosperity. Creating a prosperous society based
on socio-economic development of all
parts of the country and in a responsible
manner is our motto. And, I am confident that the Chinese people and government are, as always, with us in helping
attaining these objects,
We have given top priority to cross
border linkages through various means
of connectivity. We believe that Nepal
cerely adheres to the ‘One-China Policy’,

we will soon be formalizing sister city

can benefit from ‘One Road One Belt’

and remain committed not to allow its

relationship between capital city Kath-

initiative advanced by President Xi Jin-

land be used, under any pretext, against

mandu and Chengdu. Nepal and China

ping. For a landlocked country, Nepal,

China. And it will continue to keep this

have also exchanged useful views on the

connectivity matters more than any-

commitment firm and intact.

establishment of s Consulate General of

thing else. We have made an important

Nepal in Chengdu. I hope these initia-

achievement during this visit by sign-

tives will bring us further closer.

ing a transit transport agreement with

Similarly, the People’s Republic of
China has respected our sovereignty and
supported our development endeavors.

Chengdu is as attractive location for

China. This must lead to progress in

Our two nations have been all-weather

Nepalese students seeking to pursue

other areas of connectivity and cross-

friends, friends at the time of distress

higher studies. This must be the reason

border linkages.

as well as at the time of comfort. Our

that many Nepalese students find easy

Finally, Nepal-China relations are

people have stood with each other at the

way to come to Chengdu to fulfill their

multidimensional and are progressing

time of difficulties. The Nepalese people

educational aspirations. I am happy to

well in the last six decades. We remain

are always appreciative of the Chinese

note that quite a number of Nepalese

committed to further strengthen our

support in our development endeavors.

students have come to pursue and are

relations consistent with the trends of

And, I believe, my visit has taken our re-

pursuing their educational degrees in this

our time and as per the wish of our

lations to a newer height.

University. I am sure that the number

peoples. Mutual benefits and equality

To Nepal, the province of Sichuan is

will increase in the days to come as our

underpin our relations. It is our sincere

even closer. Our cultural linkages, people

relations and interactions further deepen

hope that Nepal China relations will

to people exchanges, and economic in-

and widen.

grow from strength to strength in the

teractions with Sichuan are strong. To

During this visit, we have recognized

further promote our cooperation with

the fact of our closer affinity and have

this province, and the city of Chengdu,

agreed to enhance further cooperation
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Chile’s Ambassador to China Talks About
Sino-Latin American Relationship at SCU

O

n March 21 st, Academician Xie

expected to propel the multi-field and

Heping, President of SCU, met

in-depth cooperation between Chile

Before the meeting, Ambassador Jorge

between the people in Chile and China.

with the delegation headed by

and China in the fields such as language

Heine had a discussion with the teach-

Mr. Jorge Heine, Ambassador of the Re-

learning and talent cultivation. This

ers and students of the Center of Latin

public of Chile to China at the VIP Hall

could establish a good platform for edu-

America Studies and gave a keynote

of the Mingde Building (Administrative

cational and cultural exchanges and co-

speech titled The Relationship between

Building) in Wangjiang Campus of SCU.

operation, thus enhancing the friendship

Asia and Latin America.

Prof. Yan Shijing, vice-president of SCU,
and other related officers also attended
the meeting.
President Xie highlighted the development of Spanish discipline construction
and Spanish teaching research in SCU.
He expressed the willingness of SCU to
undertake the responsibility and mission
of promoting friendly exchanges and
deepening the friendship between both
countries. He hoped that the visit of Ambassador Jorge Heine could provide an
opportunity to strengthen the cooperation and exchanges in the fields such as
the reciprocal exchanger of teachers and
students, the talent cultivation and scientific research, thus fueling the mutual
development of culture and education in
both Chile and China.
Ambassador Jorge Heine expressed
gratitude to the warm reception of SCU.
He said Chile was the first country in
South America that established diplomatic relationship with China. The friendly
relationship between both countries and
their people maintain a good momentum. In recent years, the economic and
trade cooperation, and the cultural and
scientific exchanges are on a rising path.
SCU is a comprehensive university with
long history, profound cultural deposits
and abundant teaching achievements,
he noted, adding that his visit to SCU is
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A Delegation of the Nature
Publishing Group Visits SCU

O

n March 4th, Steven Inchcoombe,
the GM& President of the Nature
Publishing Group led a delega-

tion to visit SCU. Prof. Li Guangxian, Executive Vice-President of SCU, academician Wei Yuquan and Prof. Yan Shijing,
both vice-presidents of SCU, met with
the distinguished guests; other related
personnel also attended the meeting.
I n t h e m e e t i n g , E x e c u t i ve V i c e President of SCU Li Guangxian noted
that, as top magazines of the worldwide scientific community, the periodicals such as the Nature, published
by Nature Publishing Group, enjoy
high academic status and exert great
international influence in the academic research and popularization
fields. During fruitful cooperation
between SCU and the Nature Publishing Group in recent years, both parties have achieved tangible results. He
hoped that SCU could maintain the
good momentum of cooperation and
deepen the high-level and top-quality
partnership between both parties, so
as to steadily improve the reputation
and influence of SCU in the international scientific research community,
and further accelerate the pace of
building SCU into a first-level university in the world.
Vice-president Wei Yuquan of SCU
said that with the goal of building
a forward-looking and progressive

international academic conferences

share so many similarities in develop-

high-end sharing platform, he hoped

held by SCU.

ment directions and future planning,

the Nature Publishing Group would

S t e ve n I n c h c o o m b e p r a i s e d t h e

profound and all-around coopera-

invite more leading scientists or even

impressive strategic brand promo-

tion and exchange with SCU can be

the Nobel laureates to attend the

tion of SCU. Given that both parties

expected, said Steven Inchcoombe.
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He also hoped that more flexible and

advantages and achieving mutual de-

establish a bridge for communication

timely handling and feedback would

velopment. He also added that both

with the international scientific re-

be made on specific cooperation proj-

parties shall work together to build

search community.

ect, aiming at complementing their

world-leading university brands and

Prof. Antonios G. Mikos, Memeber of National
Academy of Engineering, Delivers Lectures at SCU

I

n the first symposium of the SCU’s

Mikos separately and discussed specific

“Project Base for Innovative Tissue Re-

matters regarding cooperation in the fu-

generation Biomaterials Science and

ture.

Engineering”, Prof. Antonios G. Mikos,

The symposium marks the official

academician of National Academy of

launching of “Project Base for Innovative

Engineering and Institute of Medicine, a

Tissue Regeneration Biomaterials Science

top-notch researcher of the “111 Project”

and Engineering”.

and professor of Rice University, was
invited to deliver lectures at SCU from
February 28th to March 6th.Prof. Mikos

LINKS

offered courses of 12 credit hours under
the theme of “tissue engineering basis
and application”, which won great appraise from both teachers and students
in SCU. Academician Wei Yuquan, vicepresident of SCU and Prof. Yan Shijing,
vice-president of SCU, met with Prof.

Antonios G. Mikos is a professor
of Bioengineering and Chemical&
Biomolecular Engineering Louis

serves as the director of the J.W.

Calder of Rice University. He also

Cox Laboratory of the Biomedical Engineering & the “Center of
Excellence” of Tissue Engineering. In 2012, he was elected as
academician of the National Academic of Engineering and Institute
of Medicine. His research fields
mainly include stent of tissue engineering, carriers of controlled
medicines, as well as synthesis,
preparation and assessment of
new biological materials for gene
therapy of non-viral carrier. His
research achievements lead the
development of biological materials used in new plastic surgery,
dentistry, angiocarpy, neurology
and ophthalmology.
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SCU Delegation Visits
Arizona State University & The University of Virginia

R

ecently, at the invitation of
Arizona State University (ASU)
and University of Virginia, vice-

president Yan Shijing, on behalf of
SCU, visited these two universities.
SCU is partnering with ASU through
friendly and deep communication and
cooperation since 2006, when the comprehensive cooperative relationship
was officially established. Both sides
have achieved great progress in student
exchange, teacher fostering and collaborative scientific research. In addition to renewing the Agreement on the
Bachelor-Master Dual-Degree 3+1+1
Program during this visit, both conducted in-depth exchange with focus
on potential cooperative areas, and also
reached consensus. Dr. Mark Searle,
executive vice-president& dean of ASU,
highly spoke of the cooperation results
achieved in recent years when meeting the SCU delegation. SCU is a very
important strategic partner of ASU, he
added, affirming the cooperation between both sides in student exchange,
teacher and staff communication,
and the cooperation on the Sino-U.

mersion Program”.

with SCU.

S. Institute for University Design and

During the visit, vice-president Yan

Vice-president Yan Shijing and his

Confucius Institute. The two sides also

Shijing also called on some SCU stu-

counterpart Jeffrey Lergo also con-

reached consensus on global change,

dents and visiting scholars in ASU to

ducted in-depth talk on the coopera-

sustainable development, international

learn about their study, work and life

tion issues between two universities.

relationship research, joint establish-

in the U.S., listen to their opinions and

They reached an agreement on building

ment of the Research Center on Danc-

advice regarding SCU’s international

comprehensive cooperative relation-

ing Art and other issues of interest. ASU

development, spurring them to value

ship, and conducted positive discussion

will also send students and teachers to

the precious opportunity to study and

on the idea of building a Sino-foreign

participate in the “2016 University Im-

work hard while keeping close contact

institute. The two sides are ready to
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launch cooperation in the frontier field

and pay a return visit to SCU as soon as

ment of overseas talents in the fields

of digital humanity, jointly build a cen-

possible.

of humanity and social sciences, and

ter of digital humanity and invite pro-

During his visit in the U.S., vice-

learned in detail about the ongoing

fessors from the University of Virginia

president Yan Shijing also participated

recruitment. The personnel from SCU’s

to deliver a series of courses—“SCU-

in the Annual Meetings of 2016 Ameri-

International Office participated in the

University of Virginia Auditorium

can Allied Social Science Association

events mentioned above.

Program of Frontier Humanity”. The

(ASSA) and American Economic As-

University of Virginia will review care-

sociation (AEA), met with the heads

fully the proposal of jointly building

and other personnel of SCU’s related

a Sino-foreign institute raised by SCU,

colleges and departments for recruit-

News of the SCU Delegation’s Visit
on the ASU Website https://asunow.
asu.edu/20160105-global-engagementstrengthening-global-partnerships

Delegation from The University of Chicago to
Deepen Exchanges and Collaborations

O

n March 23, 2016, a delegation of

including R&D of public education, pub-

policies. Ma Chenwei, a teacher of SCU

over 20 teachers, doctoral students

lic policy and environmental manage-

explained the conditions and trend of

and master students from the Har-

ment.

mutual influence by taking the educa-

ris School of Public Policy, the University

A student majored in the public policy

tional system reforms of both U.S. and

of Chicago, paid a visit to the School of

from the University of Chicago asked if

China as an example. During the presi-

Public Administration, SCU. Under the

the U.S. and China could influence and

dency of George Walker Bush, the policy

guidance of Jiang Xiaoping, Dean of the

learn from each other in terms of public

of NCLB--No Children Left Behind of the

School of Public Administration, some
teachers and students of the School of
Public Administration had a cordial exchange and discussion with the guests on
issues concerning international relation,
public education, public policy and social governance.
First of all, Jiang Xiaoping, Dean of
the School of Public Administration
and Brandon Kurzweg, Deputy Director
of the Harris School of Public Policy in
charge of student affairs introduced to
each other their own conditions, then
the teachers and students of both sides
started a heated exchange. Students from
the University of Chicago raised many
questions to the teachers and students of
SCU according to their research domains,
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problem of economic development and
environment. Teacher Liu Lei introduced
the development idea of China’s Supply Side Reform. According to the idea,
structural adjustment and technological
innovation could be adopted to further
optimize economic development and
improve development quality with the
purpose of realizing sustainable development of economy and environment.
Teacher Liu Lei also mentioned that in
light of the importance of environment
problems, the central government has
put the environment protection on priority in the development of national economy and the people's livelihood. The
policy on environmental management is
constantly strengthened.

U.S. was referenced from China’s educa-

continuous employment pressure and

The teachers of SCU won praise of the

tion system. And the policy of “quality-

strict immigration policy of the U.S.. And

visiting teachers and students, providing

oriented education” favored by China

Teacher Wu Min concluded that China

a further insight into the conditions of

in recent years is also inspired by the

is transiting from an “intelligence losing

China. Besides, both sides also discussed

“student-centered” idea advocated in the

period” to an “intelligence reflux period”.

issues on establishing partnership. The

U.S. education system. According to the

For the environment management,

students from the University of Chicago

policy, more attention shall be paid to

students of the University of Chicago

were invited to participate in the activi-

cultivate the students’ ability of critical

wanted to know the problems encoun-

ties of UIP International Week held by

thinking, while the absolute importance

tered by Sichuan in land and environ-

SCU next year. The students from the

of examination and grades in the assess-

ment management and economic

University of Chicago said they hoped

ment of the education system could be

development, as well as the role the

to gain more opportunities to visit SCU

weakened. Students of the University of

students of SCU could play in solving

and have more in-depth discussions

Chicago and Teacher Ma Chenwei also

these problems. By comparing the eco-

with SCU. Francisco Simian, a doctoral

discussed the education aid projects of

logical environment and economic de-

student from the University of Chicago

both countries, i.e. “Teach for China”

velopment level of both the western and

majoring in Chinese culture and politics

and “Teach for America”.

eastern China, Teacher Liu Xin and Liu

expressed his hope of teaching in SCU
after graduation.

A student of the University of Chicago

Lei provided a macro perspective for the

studying Chinese reform and develop-

students from the University of Chicago

Teachers and students of both univer-

ment policies raised such a question:

on the development problems currently

sities not only discussed academic issues

more Chinese students studying abroad

faced by Sichuan. Then, they took haze

and exchanged opinions, but also forged

choose to return to China after gradu-

pollution as an example and introduced

their friendship. Both parties expressed

ation. What are the main causes of this

the contributing factors in economic so-

their willingness to conduct in-depth and

phenomenon? Teacher Wu Min an-

ciety, so as to support the decision mak-

all directional cooperation and exchange

swered the question and analyzed the

ing of the government from the scale,

in the future. The successful visit of the

actual phenomenon from the aspects of

structures and technology of economic

delegation laid a solid foundation for

continuous development of economy

development.

further cooperation between both parties

and unceasing improvement of employ-

A student studying sustainable devel-

ment environment in China, as well as

opment asked how China leverages the
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C onferences

The “University Alliance for Cross-Strait Prevention
and Reduction of Natural Disasters & Sustainable
Development” Inaugrated at SCU

O

n January 23, 2016, the “University
Alliance for Cross-Strait Prevention
and Reduction of Natural Disasters

& Sustainable Development” Seminar initiated by eight universities and scientific research institutions, including Sichuan University, Beijing Normal University, Taiwan
University, Taiwan University of Science
and Technology, University of Macau, Ma-

cau University of Science and Technology,
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University and
Hong Kong Jockey Club Disaster Preparedness & Response Institute, were solemnly
opened in the SCU-HKPU Institute for
Disaster Management and Reconstruction; over 40 specialists and scholars from
four districts across the strait attended this
event.
In the opening speech, Academician
Xie Heping, President of SCU, said that
SCU always assumes the responsibility of
solving crisis faced by the human beings.
By integrating resources of high standard

and reduction as well as social services to

Representatives of the founding mem-

international universities and scientific

the world. It’s believed that the Alliance

bers addressed the seminar about the pat-

research institutions in various domains,

could attract more talents and scientific

tern, mechanism, content and advantages

SCU has carried out positive and effective

research force in the four districts across

of the Alliance. Besides, discussion was

research and exploration in solving crisis

the strait, promote the cultivation of high-

carried out on matters about regulations

and problems involving global ecology,

caliber talents in the domain of disaster

of the Alliance, holding of the founding

environment, population, resources and

prevention and reduction, boost research

conference, establishment of the academic

terrorism, said him. He also noted that in

and innovative development of frontier sci-

board and secretariat, as well as the Forum

2010, SCU established the first institute for

ence and technology responding to disas-

of the Cross-Strait Prevention and Reduc-

global disaster management and recon-

ters; moreover, this could further enhance

tion of Natural Disasters & Sustainable

struction in collaboration with the Hong

the technological level and management

Development. Agreement on these matters

Kong Polytechnic University, making con-

ability of universities to handle major di-

was reached during the seminar.

tribution to providing universal experience

sasters. It could also unlock the potential of

The University Alliance for Cross-Strait

and achievements in response to major

universities in responding to major disas-

Prevention and Reduction of Natural Di-

disaster crisis and training of high-quality

ters and promote sustainable development

sasters & Sustainable Development was

professionals in natural disaster prevention

of disaster prevention and reduction career

established with its aim of building a coop-
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erative and exchange platform in disaster

tion and determine direction of frontier

vation and entrepreneurship, strengthening

prevention and reduction, green sustain-

disciplinary development. The Alliance is

in-depth cooperation of industry-universi-

ability, toughness construction and global

dedicated to accelerating development and

ty-research cooperation, joint exploration

climate change for the universities in four

improvement of human society by contrib-

of new directions and new domains of

districts across the strait, so as to realize

uting to the cultivation of versatile talents

disciplinary development and establishing

resource sharing, exchange, communica-

in universities, encouraging student inno-

new example of regional cooperation.

2016 International Conference on
Strategic Management Is Held at SCU

F

rom March 10th to March 11th, the

different aspects. These excellent speeches

Journal of Bussiness Research and manage-

2016 International Conference on

involved precious theoretical researches,

ment expert of the Boston University, the

Strategic Management, 2016 (ICSM)

in-depth description of methodology, vivid

USA, provided wonderful special sharing

themed with “Innovative Entrepreneurship

case studies and active exploration of in-

and interaction on the data model and

and Strategies in the Internet Era” was held

novation. All the speeches were made in

high-grade academic journal publication

in SCU. Vice-president Yan Shijing deliv-

combination with the theoretical and prac-

under study.

ered a speech on behalf of SCU. Editor-in-

tical hotspots in the management field,

chief Arch Woodside and Roger Marshall

broadening the thought and horizon of the

from the celebrated Journal of Bussiness

participants. The exchange and interaction

Research and Australasian Marketing Jour-

in the conference brought more profound

nal, attended the conference along with

experience and thinking about theory and

over 120 specialists and some young schol-

practices of management.

ars of relevant fields from the universities

During the conference, a workshop

of many countries and regions, including

with the theme of “Quantitative Modeling

the United States, Australia, New Zealand,

of Case-Level Data and How to Publish in

Russia, Ghana, India, Pakistan, Hong

A* and A Ranked Journals” was also held.

Kong, Macao and Taiwan, as well as from

Prof. Arch Woodside, the editor-in-chief of

Renmin University of China and Nankai
University, etc.
In the 2-day conference themed with
“Innovative Entrepreneurship and Strategies in the Internet Era”, 6 keynote lectures
were arranged. 5 meetings were also held
on the sideline of the conference, including
“Innovation, entrepreneurship and enterprise growth”, “Enterprise transformation:
strategy and decision-making”, “Tourism
development: path and coordination” and
“Behavior Management in the context of
new economy”. Specialists and scholars
of relevant fields gave keynote speeches in
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Five Scientific and Technological Findings of SCU
Granted with 2015 National Science and Technology Awards

F

ive scientific and technological

Mental Diseases” by

achievements of SCU were granted

Prof. Gong Qiyong,

with 2015 National Science and

et.al, of West China

Technology Awards. Two of the projects

College of Medicine,

were led by SCU: “New Analysis Approach

which was granted with

to Magnetic Resonance Imaging and Its

the National Natural

Research on the Mechanism of Serious

Science Second Award;
“Enzyme-Action-based
Source Control Technology on Pollutants
o f L e a t h e r a n d Ke y
Enzyme Preparation”
by Academician Shi Bi,
et.al, of the Light Tex-

Winner of the 2015 National Science and Technology Awards,
tile and Food College, Prof. Gong Qiyong
which was granted with

Winner of the 2015 National Science and
Technology Awards, Academician Shi Bi

the National Second Award for Technologi-

by Prof. Wang Hongning, et.al, of the Life

cal Invention. SCU participated in other

Science College, which was granted with

three projects: “Highly Reliable Precision

the National Second Prize for Progress in

Filtering Transmission Technology and

Science and Technology; and “The Ecologi-

System” by Prof. Wang Jiaxu, et.al,of the

cal Value Assessment and Key Restoration

Aerospace Science and Engineering Col-

and Treatment Technologies for Ecotones

lege, which was granted with the National

in China” by Associate Prof. Zhang Jie of

Second Award for Technological Invention;

the Life Science College, which was granted

“Resource Protection, Development and

with the National Second Prize for Progress

Utilization of Rongchang Swine Breed”

in Science and Technology. .

SCU’s Latest Research Findings on
Cancer Published in Nature

I

nvestigators from Sichuan University,

This work was collaboration between

Chengdu, China, published their re-

Sichuan University and Memorial Sloan

In this study, Liu and her colleague

cent research on cancer in Nature on

Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC) in

provided direct evidence that large

MSKCC was the corresponding author.

March 16 . The title of the article is “De-

New York, US. Drs. Yu Liu and Chong

chromosome deletions could be cancer

letions linked to TP53 loss drive cancer

Chen in Sichuan University were the co-

drivers and expounded the underlying

through p53-independent mechanisms”.

first authors and Dr. Scott W. Lowe in

mechanism that there were multiple

th
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In the study “Deletions linked to

ditional effects beyond the effect of

TP53 loss drive cancer through p53-in-

TP53 loss. Given the established gain-of-

dependent mechanisms”, the researchers

function roles of TP53 missense muta-

showed that loss of chromosome 11B3

tions, the study indicates the selective

in mouse, a 4 Mb region synthetic to hu-

advantage by the most frequent somatic

man chromosome 17p13.1, promoted

event in cancer is the combined impact

lymphoma genesis and leukemogenesis

of both TP53-dependent and indepen-

more than Trp53 loss only. Mechanically,

dent effects. Therefore, cancer with TP53

the effect of 11B3 loss on tumorigenesis

abnormalities may contain the properties

involves co-deleted genes such as Eif5a

of both TP53 missense mutations and

and Alox15b (also known as Alox8), the

chromosome 17p large deletions, which

suppression of which cooperates with

might suggest distinct susceptibilities.

Trp53 loss to produce more aggressive
disease.
Liu et al. provide convincing evidence
that chromosome 17p loss results adcooperating tumor suppressors in the
deleted chromosome regions. They also
generated novel cancer animal models
driven by these chromosome abnormalities. These models would help developing potential target therapies against
these miserable diseases. This study sets
an example of functional studies and
translational researches of chromosome
abnormalities frequently in many human
diseases.

Extended reading
Mutations of tumor suppressor TP53
are the most frequent genetic event in
human cancer and often include missense mutations on one allele and large
chromosome deletions on the other
allele, which is generally thought to be
achieved through “two-hit” mechanism.
According to “two-hit” hypothesis, the
major function of large chromosome deletions is loss of hererozygosity of TP53.
Though there are extensive studies on
the gain-of-functions of missense TP53
mutations on tumorigenesis, it is unclear
whether hundreds of genes in chromosome 17p co-deleted together with TP53
also participate in this process.
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vaop/ncurrent/abs/nature17157.html
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China’s First Industrial Internet
Research Institute Was Established

S

ichuan University Industrial Inter-

to SCUIIRI with its advanced disciplines

mation and application both in China and

net Research Institute (SCUIIRI)

related to manufacture and its multidisci-

abroad.

was officially founded on February

plinary advantage to develop innovation

Mr. Li, honorary dean of SCUIIRI,

28th, 2016. With strong support from Mr. Li

and originality in research on industrial In-

expressed his gratitude to Sichuan Univer-

Ping, Chairman of Kyland Technology Co.,

ternet architecture, technical standards and

sity. He believed that SCUIIRI will make

Ltd. and outstanding alumni of Sichuan

system safety, etc.

outstanding achievements and will have

University, SCUIIRI was China’s first in-

President Xie expressed his thanks to

dustrial Internet research institute. SCUIIRI

Mr. Li’s support to Sichuan University.

will take advantage of the best resources

President Xie wished to build SCUIIRI

to attract high-calibre talents from all over

into a domestic talents training base, an

the world , and to produce first-class results

advanced manufacturing and industrial

around three core technologies in indus-

innovation design center . Also, President

trial Internet field in three to five years.

Xie hoped SUIIRI would become a think-

Dr. Xie Heping, academician and

tank for our industrial Internet strategic

president of Sichuan University, said that

planning and decision making, as well as

SUIIRI is currently at its starting stage. Si-

a high-end practice platform of industrial

chuan University will provide full support

Internet technology innovations, transfor-

long-lasting and profound influence to the
social development.

A New Clinical Trial About Gastric Cancer was
Reported in 2016 Gastrointestinal
Cancers Symposium of ASCO

2

01 6 G a s t r o i n t e s t i n a l ( G I )

2016 is "Insight on Novel Mecha-

Cancers Symposium of ASCO

nisms and Precision Care".

(American society of clinical

After evaluation by the Academic

oncology) was held on January 21-

Committee of ASCO-GI, Bi Feng

2 3 i n S a n F r a n c i s c o , w h i c h wa s a

(MD, PhD, Director of Department

specialized oncology event designed

of Abdominal Oncology, West China

to provide scientific and educational

Hospital, Sichuan University) was

content for members of the GI cancer

invited to give an oral presentation,

care and research community. This

titled “Prospective randomized phase

three-day meeting encompassed the

II study of FOLFIRI versus FOLFOX7

latest progress in colorectal cancer,

in advanced gastric adenocarcinoma:

stomach cancer, liver cancer, esopha-

A Chinese Western Cooperative Gas-

geal cancer. The topic of ASCO-GI

trointestinal Oncology Group study”,
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evaluable population consisted of 128
pts (54 in arm A; 74 in arm B). The
median PFS of arm A was 2.9 months
(1.9 to 4.1 m) versus 4.1 m (3.2 to 4.8
m) for arm B (p=0.109). The median
OS was 9.9 months (6.0 to 13.5 m)
for arm A versus 12.0 m for arm B
(10.3 to 13.7m; p= 0.431). There was
no significant difference in the PFS or
DCR. However, mFOLFOX7 followed
by mFOLFIRI might have a better OS.
Clinical trial information: ChiCTRTRC-08000167.
This work was highly appreciated
by the Chairmen of the symposium.
This is also an outcome of collabortion

f i n i s h e d b y We s t e r n C o o p e r a t i v e

treatments in patients with locally ad-

which West China Hospital, Sichuan

Gastrointestinal Oncology Group

vanced gastric adenocarcinoma in an

University provided over 70% cases.

and leaded by Dr. Bi Feng. This study

open, randomized, phase II study. The

Dr. Bi Feng, PI of this clinical trial, is

was started in 2007, and the purpose

second-line treatment was mFOLF-

the only one who was invited to give

was to compare mFOLFIRI (arm A)

OX7 for arm A and mFOLFIRI for arm

the oral presentation in the symposium

with mFOLFOX7 (arm B) as first-line

B. In total, 200 pts were included. The

from China.

Prof. WANG Zhu Delivered a Speech at
Oxford University

O

n March 9, 2016, Prof. Wang

and trot law case statistics of the judg-

Zhu with the School of Law,

ment documents published on the

SCU, held an academic forum

“China Judgments Online”, and espe-

under the title of “Recent Develop-

cially introduced the rules on liabilities

ments in Chinese Tort Law” in the

for the damage caused by unknown

Corpus Christi College of the Oxford

throwers and falling objects, as well

University, with the invitation of the

as supplementary liabilities of violat-

Obligation Discussion Group and the

ing security obligations. Prof. Wang

Comparative Law Discussion Group.

Zhu also answered questions raised by

Prof. Wang Zhu analyzed the Chi-

teachers, students and visiting scholars

nese characteristics in the Tort Liability

from the Faculty of Law, Oxford Uni-

Law of the People's Republic of China

versity.
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News

March 21st
A Delegation Led by Sarah Ferrari,
Vice-governor of the Autonomous
Province of Trento, Italy, Visits SCU

January 13rd

January 19th

Vice-Principal of Royal Holloway, University of London, Prof.
Rob Kemp and His Team Call on SCU

President of Khon Kaen University in Thailand, Dr. Kittichai
Pays a Visit to SCU with His Team

January 19th

March 8th

March 10th

Dean of College of Aerospace of Purdue
University, Prof. Tom I-P. Shih Delivers
an Academic Report at SCU

Vice President of Deakin University in
Australia, Mike Ewing Alongside His Colleagues Meet with Vice President of SCU

Vice President of Creighton University,
US, Donald·Frey Leading a Team Comes
to SCU
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You Make the World Different
Interview with Prof. Sonia Antoranz from University of Oxford

Sichuan University is very open
indeed. As far as I know, there is
no other university in the world that
will input so much every year to
enrich their students' knowledge
and experience, it is really rare.

Fearless Communication and Collision
Sparkle Wisdom

on the blackboard, replacing the small

new one and cultivate our ability of in-

words on PPT.

novative thinking. Only by participating

Regardless of only two lectures till

in communication, can you really think

The keynote speaker of the course The

now, Prof. Antoranz was “surprised”

about it. Communication participated by

Future of Nanotechnology and biology

at the performance of SCU students.

multiple persons will definitely lead to

& Medicine -- Prof. Sonia Antoranz, ten-

Although their expressions were not so

collision of multiple ideas, and such con-

ured associate professor in the University

accurate, the viewpoints of some groups

fluence of ideas will guide us to think.

of Oxford, is lecturing with stentoro-

were quite novel. In subsequent lectures,

Just like Newton, Einstein, they didn't

phonic voice, vivid expression and pas-

Prof. Antoranz will continuously bring

work alone, they also had friends, and

sion. She carefully observed the expres-

forward with new topics and upgraded

their viewpoints also became increas-

sion of the students while teaching, so as

brainstorm, to push students think deep-

ingly mature in the process of exchange."

to adjust pace to make sure the students

er.

The rest depends upon individual effort,

can overcome language barrier. When

When asked about whether the lan-

elaborating the deformation mechanism

guage barrier bothered her, she laughed,

During discussion, Prof. Antoranz

of internal cells under muscular activity,

noting it was not the most important, the

wandered among various teams, students

Prof. Antoranz kept stretching, tightening

students here were striving to commu-

would raise questions to her from time

and twisting her arms. Those exagger-

nicate with her, and she loved them very

to time. Though without fluent oral lan-

ated actions plus funny description made

much. "In my opinion, team exchange

guage, their wordings were prudent and

students laugh from time to time. To fa-

is necessary. The idea of one person is

their facial expressions were serious. The

cilitate the understanding, she even drew

quite limited, while in a team, the idea

lanky professor Antoranz would listen

structural models of organ and tissue

exchange and collision can give birth a

to them carefully and nodded now and
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then. And she would usually conclude
with a praise "quite good" after answering the question.
Different culture and language is
always the excuse used by us to avoid
speaking to foreigners, while these persons from different countries, in different skin colors came to SCU all the way
across continents and oceans, as they
believe that the eternal truth is their paramount pursuit.

Communicate in An International Context
and Shine on the World Stage
In Prof. Antoranz's eyes, the University Immersion Program of SCU is a
"pioneering undertaking". She has been

big name of the universities." Her study

She said: In my opinion, you, as the new-

studied in China, so she insisted to speak

experience around the world indicates

generation of Chinese, are promising;

in Chinese: "I love the program, it's really

that "experience is especially important,

you need to experience more, to study

interesting and special, and I can't find it

so does communication with different

more and travel more, to have more

in any other countries."

people and different cultures." And the

communication with the world; mutual

During this "University Immersion

appeal of elite universities rests upon not

exchange and understanding is to the

Program" attracting many well-known

only their excellent faculty and academic

benefit of world peace and settlement

international universities, the elites from

resources, but also communication with

of various issues; and I believe the new

various fields disseminate international

international cultures, favorable for in-

generation in China will make the world

cultures in SCU with various dialects of

spiring ability of thinking and creating.

different.

English.
When Prof. Antoranz learned about
that the school motto of SCU is "the sea
admits hundreds of rivers for its capacity
to hold", she enjoys it. "Sichuan University is very open indeed. As far as I
know, there is no other university in the

Our UIP
the "Class of Prestigious Foreign Teacher"
Gloriously Honoured by Students of Wuyuzhang School

world that will input so much every year
to enrich their students' knowledge and
experience, it is really rare. Through this
Program, we can see that there are plenty
of excellent students with great potential

“I

have long been looking forward

Macromolecule. Thirty thousand SCU

to the yearly 'grand meeting' for

students will enjoy the lectures of profes-

a long time. It is a special benefit

sors from Harvard, Oxford, Cambridge,

When communicating with Prof. An-

and welfare of SCU students to experi-

Stanford and other international first-

toranz, many students expressed their

ence just in our campus internationally

class universities, interact with students

in Chengdu."

desire to study in the University of Ox-

famous teachers' classes, and study and

from around the globe, sharing culture

ford in the future. And Prof. Antoranz

live with students from various coun-

and wisdom, and experiencing commu-

said: "Don’t worry so much about the

tries!" said Li Wang from the major of

nication and friendship in two weeks.
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I am A Student Having Attended Classes
of US Elite Universities!
On the morning of July 6, the international course “Art and Engineering:
An Appreciation of 21st Century Creativity” was launched officially. Prof. Craig
Sinclair Smith from University of Florida
had heated interaction with students on
Art and Engineering.
"In this course, the deepest impression
on me is Prof. Smith's words: Engineering is a kind of order, a fixed mode since
ancient times, which runs through the
design nature of products. But how can
we be competitive in such a fierce competitive society? Unrestrained imagination and creativity is essential. So we can
design artistic and 'amazing' products,

to interact with students on a platform,

standing of the US professors' lecturing

such condition is disordered and even

instead of teaching alone. He spared no

atmosphere and teaching mode, and

crazy, this is Art."

effort to encourage and praise each stu-

adaptation to classes lectured in English.

dent's representation, which made stu-

I appreciate this chance to help me adapt

dents more interested in digging deeper.

to oversea study linguistically and psy-

Finally, we had successful discussion

chologically in advance."

-- Yu Bowen, a student majoring in Finance.

"Prof. Craig is really good at using

with him on some ideas as well as ethic

metaphors, and exploiting a bunch of

and other philosophical issues during

examples to explain profound theories in

the process of design."

-- Gu Linxin, a student majoring in Biomedical
Engineering.

simple words, which makes us feel close
to him. Prof. Craig will come up with
basic research concept and repeat the

-- Hu Xiaoyue, a student from the Department
of Architecture.

"I'm a sophomore, I didn't choose
to study broad, but I want to see the
world outside and experience the teach-

concept though examples around him to
deepen our understanding and memory

"Prof. Craig taught in a totally differ-

ing method and classroom atmosphere

of basic acknowledge, and then expand

ent way. He emphasized interaction, and

of foreign universities. The UIP make it

the concept with his daily experience in

he would not ignore any student. I'm shy

realized. Just staying in our university, I

the form of photos. He will then analyze

and speak little. I didn’t expect that Prof.

can listen to Prof. Craig’s lecture which

in detail the element of Engineering and

Craig would communicate and discuss

makes me really happy. And I can say

Art in each set of photos to help us un-

with me actively, and I was also encour-

proudly I'm a student having listened to

derstand completely. "

aged to express my opinion. Through the

the courses of US elite universities!"

course of Prof. Craig, I realize that the
-- Liu Chang, a student majoring in Marketing.

"Prof. Craig showed diversified style

way of thinking can be diversified."
-- Zhang Yujia, a student majoring in Accounting.

"He Wants Debate!"

and a fine sense of humor in his classes,
which make us relaxed and free. He

"I'm a sophomore, the UIP gives

emphasized repeatedly the expectation

me an opportunity for advance under-
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-- Liu Yujiang, a student majoring in Business
Administration.

On the early morning of July 6, Prof.
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ternational celebrated professor stood.
I feel exited, as I'm always interested
in the international affairs, such as the
recent Greek debt crisis I pay attention
to. And I’m looking forward to in-depth
discussion with the teacher in the future
classes."
--Zhang Xu, a student majoring in Macromolecule.

"To me, foreign affairs and accounting
used to be two parallel lines that would
never intersect. But Prof. Keukeleire
explains foreign policy with examples
occurred frequently around us, showing us the subtle change of international
political situation during the unceasing
and fluctuating interaction between EU
and emerging economies. I feel I have
Stephan Keukeleire from Catholic Uni-

China, Prof. Stephan prefers debate

versity of Louvain gave an international

rather than teaching alone! He encour-

course titled European Foreign Policy

ages chatting and even challenge to ex-

and The Competition Between Structural

plore the concept of EU, the meaning of

Powers.

structural powers and the development

touched a brand-new field."
--Zhu Xiaoqiao, a student from Accounting
major, has never imagined that she would sit
in a lecture on foreign policy.

prospect of BRICs. He will guide, comThe professor stepped into the class-

municate and correct our thoughts and

"The course in the whole forenoon

room with warm greeting. As an expert

ideas after patient waiting, he is just like

was given in English, we must pay every

on European foreign policy research,

an old friend who has blended in our de-

effort to understand every words of the

Prof. Keukeleire didn't speak a lot at the

bate."

professor. It was really tiring but interesting." After class, Zhu Yuzhou, a student

very first. He passed on the microphone
to students after brief introduction, "he
prefers to know our comments, the more

--Liu Shaohui, a student majoring in Mathematics.

majoring in Clinical Medicine Science
major made a comment like that: "I'm
looking forward to meeting Prof. Keuke-

the better! He is making records on his
laptop while listening to our self intro-

"Just like his concise and official

duction and learning goal, concentrat-

dressing, Prof. Stephan teaches with con-

It's just the first day of 2015 SCU "Uni-

edly."

cise but supportive PPT. Even though the

versity Immersion Program". In the follow-

contents are professional, he classroom

ing two weeks, they will explore the history

atmosphere is free and active."

of visual rhetoric study following Prof. An-

--Gao Jie, a student majoring in Finance.

leire tomorrow!"

namaria Motrescu-Mayes from University
Having had a rough idea of the demands of the students, Prof. Stephan

--Zhou Qiyun, a student majoring in Chinese
Language and Literature.

Keukeleire officially began to introduce
the "European foreign policy" to students
from various majors.
"Different from most professors in

of Cambridge, study Nuclear Quantum
Physics Introduction Theory following
Prof. Nicholas James Stone from Oxford,

"It's amazing! When I was in the

and the secret of pain and its control fol-

classroom, I felt 'fantastic' -- it was the

lowing Prof. WENWU LI from Stanford

familiar SCU campus landscape outside

University…in the future, more surprises

windows, while on the platform an in-

are awaiting them!
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Reap the Most Precious Memories
and Best Friends at SCU – Sidelights of the Harvard Camp

My Teacher Said I Could Become A Kongfu
Star
Besides the Elementary Chinese language course, every course, like calligraphy, Kongfu and cultural visit, made the
Harvard students excited.
“I like Kongfu class and my Kongfu
teacher the most. I get on quite well
with him. And he said I could become
a Kongfu star. I am really enchanted by

H

Kongfu. I practice in the class and in my
arvard Camp is one of the nu-

teachers here are great.

dorm as well,” said Kumeri Bandara at

merous international camps

Everyday’s Chinese class was lively

the break of a Kongfu class.They had

organized by SCU and an im-

and joyful. After the teacher gave com-

endless topics about Kongfu, one said

portant project of the University Im-

ments on the assignments of the previ-

he had already practiced it in the US and

mersion Program as well.

ous day, students would complete the

was really fond of Chinese martial arts

“The Most Precious Memory and

task centering on the topic of the day.

chivalries, the other student said he liked

Best Friends in SCU” (in Chinese) is

And the task of that day was “to in-

Jet Li and watched Huang Feihong since

an “impromptu work” of Kumeri Ban-

troduce your friend in Chinese”. After

his childhood.

dara from Harvard, after consulting

racking their brain to recall the Chinese

Kongfu Class is one of the favorites

the teacher in a calligraphy class of the

vocabulary and grammar they’ve stud-

of the students in the Camp. Xiang Yong

international camp. After several weeks

ied, they described their friends with

is the Kongfu teacher. He is moved ev-

of study, Kumeri Bandara is not fluent

poor Chinese. To the students of SCU,

ery time he watches the sweated and

in Chinese, but it would not affect her

their strange tones were funny, but

exhausted students keep practicing. Mr.

affection to SCU: “The campus is so

their efforts deserve admiration. During

Xiang Yong used to teach Kongfu when

beautiful! We study Chinese language

the process of studying new words, the

he stayed abroad. After his return, he

and Kongfu here. It is really happy to

answers of the students from Harvard

teaches foreign students Kongfu in the

study with the students of SCU.”

sounded like a doggerel, which pushed

School of Overseas Education. “Kongfu

the joyful atmosphere in the Chinese

itself is not the first priority of the course.

class to a climax.

The most important thing is to provide

Wish All University Students in the US
Could Come to SCU to Learn Chinese

Teacher Song from the School of

the students with an opportunity to

Overseas Education said: “The stu-

widen their knowledge about Chinese

The students from Harvard said

dents from Harvard are excellent.

martial arts and appreciate the beauty of

they noticed the information about

Starting from zero, now they can have

strength in Chinese culture.”

the camp from the website of Harvard.

simple conversation in Chinese. They

For Garv Giancheffa, who is tall and

And they signed up for it without hesi-

are happy to study and I am happy

strong, learning the skills of practical

tation after they learned that SCU is

to teach. I think it’s worthwhile for

free combat is a “painful but also enjoy-

famous and Chengdu is a place of fun.

them. In addition to Chinese lan-

able” experience. During warming-up of

They deem it an activity of significance,

guage courses, we provide many other

pressing leg and whole body movement,

which provides opportunities for them

classes, such as Kongfu and cultural

Garv Giancheffa had to shout to cover

to learn knowledge, make friends and

visit, etc., in an effort to facilitate

his pain due to leg pressing. Warming-

contact Chinese culture. They wish that

them to communicate with students

up was followed by free combat practice.

all university students in the US could

in SCU and contact directly Chinese

Under the instructions of the teacher, the

come to SCU to learn Chinese, because

culture, while learning knowledge at

students were punching and kicking uni-

the campus is really beautiful and the

the same time”.

formly. After a full set of movements, the
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students were sweating. However, the hot

vard students and SCU students visited

weather and intense exercise didn’t pour

cultural relics around Chengdu. They

down their passion.

went to Jinsha site, Dujiangyan Irriga-

Teacher Xiang Yong spoke highly

tion System, Mt. Emei and Leshan Gi-

of the International Camp Program of

ant Buddha, etc. While experiencing the

SCU, “It is really necessary to conduct

custom of Sichuan and getting a deeper

such kind of exchange programs, be-

understanding of the Chinese culture,

cause it’s a good way to spread Chinese

the students from both universities enjoy

culture. The foreigners will recognize

their communication and discussion,

the library. It is study that makes students

China only when they understand and

covering various topics, such as different

of both universities excellent. So in the

like Chinese cultures. Chinese lan-

cultures of China and the US as well as

International Camp, we find out that we

guage, Kongfu and calligraphy are all

SCU and Harvard, specialized courses,

share so many common interests with

traditional cultures in urgent need to

box news, delicious food and games.

SCU students.We discuss questions, play

be spread overseas.”

The unforgettable experience is deeply

balls and hang out at weekends. I’ll bring

engraved on Garv Giancheffa’s mind.

these nice memories back to the US",

He likes Mt. Emei, where there are green

said Gregory Parker.

Living and Studying with Students of SCU
Is An Unforgettable Experience

trees and magnificent temples; he likes

Kumeri Bandara regarded SCU as her

SCU students who sang, chatted and

home. She said, the life in SCU is rich

“Sichuan University is very beauti-

tasted delicacies with him. “We are about

and joyful, and she doesn’t experience

ful,” said Jet Li with his thumb up when

to leave and it is hard to say goodbye. I

homesickness here; all the Teachers and

talking about the campus, “and it is full

hope they have the opportunity to come

students in SCU are very kind; it’s a pity

of historic story”. In SCU, accompanied

to Harvard and I will be their guide.”

that the duration of the course is too short

by Chinese classmates, Jet Li visited the

Garv Giancheffa shrugged his shoulders

and she has got to leave soon. She added

campuses of Wangjiang, Huaxi and Ji-

while saying these words with pity.

that she would continue studying Chinese

angan and learned about the stories of

“Harvard students and Chinese stu-

and practicing Kongfu after her return to

Deshui, Baqu, the Bell Tower, the lotus

dents all spend much time in study. SCU

the US; she would come to Chengdu and

pond and some other scenic spots.

students like to study in study lounges,

SCU again, because in her words “I love

while Harvard students like to study in

Chengdu and I love SCU”.

For cultural visits at weekends, Har-
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from University Immersion Program

“Coding the World”
Summer Camp of the College of
Computer Science Completed

Sung from the University of Washington Bothell. As a humorous teacher,
Mr. Kelvin can always evoke study interest of the students. During the lectures, the students kept staring at the
blackboard and always went to dinner
very late as they wanted to learn more
about the code. Since the beginning
of the course, Chinese and foreign

T

students partnered in a one-to-one
he 2015 “Coding the world”

velopment, the 8-day camp consisted

manner. Each pair of partners would

Summer Camp was participated

of new tech. workshop, Android

work closely together to study, solve

by 1 4 s t u d e n t s, i n c l u d i n g 4

development learning, Hackathon,

problems, finish assignment, design

postgraduates from the National Uni-

achievement exhibition and some

and accomplish project and conduct

versity of Singapore, 3 students from

other activities.

project exhibition. And of course the

the University of Lincoln, UK and 7

The schedule of the eight days was

exchange is not limited to those ac-

students from the Sichuan University.

tight but in a good order. The course

tivities, as Peng Jian, associate dean

Under the theme of Android de-

was mainly lectured by Mr. Kelvin

of the College of Computer Science
said on the opening ceremony: “Communication shall be conducted in all
dimensions.” Chinese and foreign
students would dine together, during
which they would communicate cultures, feel cultural difference, and talk
about dreams and future. Furthermore, hospitable SCU students acted
as good guides when foreign students
toured around and tasted delicious
SCU foods.
The Camp of 8 days was colorful.
The participants not only learned the
essence of Android development, but
broadened their horizon and gained
sincere friendship. As British student
Adam said at the end of the Camp:
“I’ll miss everyone and I’ll come back
h e r e. ” E ve r y s t u d e n t i n t h e C a m p
treasures the experience in these
days. And it was really hard for them
to say “See you”. At present, SCU is
developing increasingly closer connection with celebrated universities
in the world. And it is believed that
this camp will gear up the exchange
between China, Singapore and the UK
to a certain extent.
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Constructing Architecture & Environment with International Vision
-- Sidelights of the “UIP” International Camp of the College of Architecture & Environment

I

n the two-week camp, the students

As a Chinese saying goes, “a gentleman

in SCU; while visiting scenic spots and

from the College of Architecture &

gets along with others, but does not nec-

historic sites of Chengdu, I get to know

Environment of SCU spent wonder-

essarily agree with them”. We should be

the charm of Chinese culture and Sich-

ful and unforgettable 14 days with the

grateful for the world which has different

uan culture in particular. I look forward

teachers and students from VIA Univer-

kinds of human with diversified cultures.

to more opportunities to come back and

sity College of Denmark, University of

Thus we can make friends with so many

learn more. Thank you for all the fan-

Naples Federico II (Italy), Federation

people across the globe, learn different

tastic memory and I will cherish every

University Australia, University of Ap-

experiences, and subsequently enrich our

moment we’ve spent together in SCU.

plied Sciences Trier, Université Paris X,

expertise and knowledge.”

Saying goodbye is heartbreaking, but we

University of Washington, Taiwan University and Cheng Kung University, etc.

Students from SCU: Gain Access to International Professional Knowledge

Roshan from Monash University of

will keep in touch. You have shown me

Australia leaves an emotional hand-

the beauty of Chengdu, and I also want

written letter to his Chinese friends. He

to show you the splendor of Melbourne.

wrote in English: “In the class of SCU,

Dear buddies in SCU, I’ll be waiting for

I can feel the desire for knowledge and

you at Melbourne.”

strong learning ability of the students
In the camps like “International Camp
on Sustainable Urban Drainage System
of China, Denmark and Italy”, “International Camp on Organic Agriculture
and Sustainable Development of China,
Germany and Australia”, “Cooperate
in Rural Area Planning with Wisdom-Urban and Rural Planning Camp”, etc.,
the teachers and students from China
and abroad studied, investigated and discussed together. They gained knowledge,
broadened vision, and enjoyed friendship.
The 14 days spent together were precious memory and experience of all
participants. As Hu Yang majoring in
Water Supply & Drainage Science and
Engineering said: “Through study and
exchange of 14 days, we realized the importance of being equipped with international horizon to university students.
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from University Immersion Program

Foreign Teachers: Undergraduate Teaching is A Top Priority
In the international camp, the teachers
from foreign higher learning institutions
brought brand new educational ideas
and methods to the students of SCU.
In Italy, Prof. Fabbricino from University of Naples Federico II (Italy) had
started to discuss course scheme with
his teaching assistant, a postgraduate of
SCU, a long time ago. He believes that
undergraduate education is a top priority. With this belief in mind, he asked
the expectation and interest of SCU undergraduates for the course and prepared
many interesting videos.
In comparison with the thoughtfulness of Prof. Fabbricino, Teacher Steffen
B. Frandsen is called as a “smiling model
teacher” by SCU students. Though assigned with 16 hours of classes, teacher
Frandsen actually undertook work of 32
class hours, so as to help students know
more about sustainable water supply &
drainage system design. “SCU invests
massive manpower, resources and money
in the activities and we fly all the way to
SCU, sharing a same purpose that students could participate in international
exchange effectively. It’s not a big deal
for me to give more lectures and cover a
longer distance. Educating students is the
most important, because they are the future of the world,” teacher Frandsen said.

shape of beak to feeding and inhabita-

He enjoys an extremely high popularity in

In China – Australia Communica-

tion of birds. During the lecture, the

the industry. I didn’t expect that he would

tion Camp, every student regards teacher

teacher showed us many beautiful pho-

come to SCU and give lectures to us under-

Wendy from Federation University Aus-

tos and warble. The knowledge learned

graduate students!” At the mention of the

tralia as a living “encyclopaedia about

in this way is really impressive and un-

course of Prof. Haag, Li Yi was really ex-

birds”. In view of young age of the stu-

forgettable."

cited, “He spent all the time with us! When

dents in the camp, teacher Wendy lec-

In the “Cooperate in Rural Area Plan-

explaining how to measure map sizes with

tured with stories rather than terminol-

ning with Wisdom--Urban and Rural Plan-

an ancient method, most of us were lost

ogy to facilitate students to understand

ning Camp”, Liu Yi, along with other stu-

in the terminology. So Prof. Haag demon-

and memorize. One student said: “The

dents, was lucky to be instructed by Prof.

strated the method on the map once and

teacher teaches the knowledge related to

Richard Haag, a world-renowned master

again. He also asked a Chinese student

birds in a lively way, ranging from the

in landscape. “Prof. Haag is 92 years old!

studying at the University of Washington
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combining science, humanity and art.
These are not knowledge in the textbook,
nor anything that can be taught in classroom, but the theme activities of this
kind would give students subtle and enduring influence.
Prof. Xiong Feng, dean of College of
Architecture & Environment introduced:
"During the development of our college,
we realize that oversea exchange experience is essential for teachers of a firstclass university. Such experience could
equip them with not only good communication and exchange ability during
international exchange, but more open
educational ideas and stronger innovation consciousness, which are more important. So one of the faculty features of
College of Architecture & Environment
is to improve the proportion of "oversea
returnees". During the UIP, the teaching
methods of teachers in the College are
changing gradually as a result of cooperation with foreign teachers. The graveness
and pragmatism expressed by foreign
teachers, as well as their passion for and
input in undergraduate teaching infect
our teachers profoundly. Many teachers
told me: foreign teachers are so serious
in teaching. They are better than us."
The two-week international camp is
closed successfully. During the closing
ceremony, teachers and students from
various countries and places gathered
to interpret for us. During the explanation,

ment of SCU participated in the ac-

and presented their national glamour

white-headed Prof. Haag kept standing and

tivities. If the students harvest language

with distinctive performances. When

wouldn't sit down before he accomplished

competence enhancement and integra-

the video We met in July edited by stu-

it. We are especially touched by his atten-

tion of cultural concepts, then the teach-

dents was played, regardless of nation-

tion to undergraduate education.”

ers harvest more open teaching ideas.

ality and major, all young faces looked

In the camp, the teachers of all parties

reluctant to be parted away from their

influenced each other. They instructed

new friends.

SCU Teachers: Teachers and Students All
Benefit from Innovative Idea

students with green, ecological, organic

While the curtain of the International

and environmental ideas, the concept of

Camp fell in the beautiful July, the stu-

The international camp benefits not

traditional culture exploration and con-

dents of the College of Architecture &

only the students, but also the teachers

servation, self-examination in the face of

Environment of SCU just start their jour-

of College of Architecture and Environ-

disasters as well as the research methods

ney to the world.
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Traveling Exchange Exhibit of Faculty Works

By Zongxian Huang

By Gong He

From Sichuan University
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By Yu He

By Yu He

By Isabel

By Noel

By McMahon Taryn

By Kathleen Browne

By Jaime

From Kent State University
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